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This game comes with a Studio License, so after purchase, save the file/s to your computer, for future use.  You are 
welcome to take this file to a print shop for printing.  Whether you print it yourself, of have it done for you, we recommend 

the sequence below for printing: 

Printing: 
1. Either print these GO FISH cards on thin card, or if printing on paper we suggest laminating to make them durable. 
2. Print pages 3 to 14 double sided - In printer properties, select these page numbers, and set ‘print both sides of page’ on ‘short edge’ or ‘left edge’ for the ‘binding’ setting (even 

though they are not ‘bound’ this makes the card back the right way up. 
3. Once printed, cut along the gray lines, to separate the cards. 
4. For extra fun & learning, print pages 3 to 14 (double sided) a second time, to create a really big bundle of  GO FISH cards.  Use this big bundle as one ‘deck’ of 

cards, for lots of revision! 

Level 1 - GO FISH Game Rules - This game is for 2 to 6 players: 
Music Aims:  To recognize and name intervals by number; and to increase fluency in sight reading through this training in intervallic reading. 

Gaming Aims:  To match interval cards in pairs, according to interval sizes.  The winner is the one with the most pairs at the end.   

• Decide what interval cards you want to include in the game.  Take out any cards with intervals that you don’t want to use yet. 

• Shuffle all the cards you’ve chosen together.  Players should be seated on the floor in a circle, or around a table.  

• Deal out the cards to the players, giving one card to each person around the circle, until every player has 5 cards. 

• The remaining cards go face-down as a card stack in the centre. 

• Players can pick up their hand of 5 cards, and look at it.  They may like to arrange their cards according to interval sizes.   

• Before commencing play, each player should check to see if they have any ‘pairs’ of intervals - if they have any ‘pairs’ of matching intervals they should place them 
together beside themselves - these will be added to their total at the end.  (In this game, intervals are matched by number only - you decide whether notes must match too.) 

• The player to the left of the dealer goes first - He asks one other player (by name) ‘Do you have a _______(naming desired interval)?’  The player being asked about 

the requested interval card, replies ‘Yes’ and passes it to the first player if they have it.  If not, they reply ‘No, Go Fish!’.  The first player then picks up the top card 
from the stack face down in the middle, and the next player to the left takes a turn. 

• Each player takes a turn choosing a player to ask for a card they need (to make up a pair of matching intervals), etc, and play continues around the circle. 

• The game is finished when one person gets rid of all their cards, and no longer has any in their ‘hand’.  The winner is the one with the most pairs of matched 
interval cards at the end!  Of course, everyone is a ‘winner’ because they all learn more about intervals :) 

Variations:   
1/. For a change, you can use these cards as a ‘SNAP’ game - Deal out ALL the cards, players must keep them face down, and take turns in laying out a card face up in the middle.  
If 2 consecutive cards have the same intervals (by number) they can slap them and yell ‘SNAP!’ to claim the whole pile.  Winner is the one with the most cards at the end. 
2/. To improve learning, require the player who makes a card match to name the interval out loud.  You can also ask them to play it on a keyboard. 
3/.  Alterative ‘Memory Match’ Game: For a change from the ‘Go Fish’ or ‘Snap’ games, choose 2 cards of each interval size, then shuffle the cards and lay all of these card pairs 
face down, in a single layer grid pattern.  Players take turns turning over any 2 cards - if they match, they can keep them, if they don’t match they are turned face down again (leaving 
them in the same place) and the next person takes a turn.  The winner in this Memory Match style of game will be the one with the most card pairs at the end! 

Print and Play Instructions: 
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Recital Shakedown! 


